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•  Gas	  exchange	  problem	  at	  air-‐sea	  interface	  

Figure 5: North Pacific waves under high
sea states in winter 1989, photographed
from the M/V Noble Star. Complex bub-
bly flow structures are visible with multi
scale breaking wave events and bubble
“bands”, which likely reflect the presence of
Langmuir circulation. Photograph credit
to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration/Department of Commerce.

deeper gas-supersaturated water is upwelled by enhanced turbulence, enhancing fluxes to
the atmosphere. On the other hand, relatively strong breaking wave activity and enhanced
turbulent mixing will transport air bubbles downward contributing to a mass flux to the
ocean. Our model provides a rational means of testing interpretations of measurements.

Furthermore, in high storm conditions, which are extremely challenging to observe, bub-
ble injection might lead to significant stratification close to the air-sea interface (see Figure
5). Our proposed work will address whether enhanced stratification will overcome enhanced
turbulent mixing and shear to suppress turbulence. In summary, significant progress has
been made recently in the understanding of breaking waves, air-sea gas fluxes, bubble dy-
namics, upper ocean turbulence, and the modeling of multi-phase fluids. Our novel approach
ties this progress together by capturing realistically coupled dynamics of subsurface turbu-
lence and bubble clouds.

5 Workload and Collaboration

Initially, TK will focus on the theoretical aspects of the model (Goal 1) while JTK will focus
on parameterizing wave-resolved bubble injection results for use in the proposed models. TK
and JTK will subsquently concentrate on the numerical aspects of the proposal (Goals 1
and 2). Two Graduate Student Researchers (GSRs) will participate in all phases of the
proposed research, with one student focused on Goal 1 and one student focused on Goal 2.
This will provide an excellent opportunity for the PIs to collaboratively train researchers
in air-sea interaction and state-of-the art modeling. The parallelized ocean LES code with
wave e!ects will be provided by Peter Sullivan (National Center for Atmospheric Research,
NCAR), who collaborated previously with TK (Kukulka et al., 2009, 2010, 2011). High
performance computer simulations will be performed on PCs and UD computer clusters for
the first and early second year; once additional code for bubble and gas transport is tested
and parallelized, computations will be performed at the NCAR high performance computing
facilities. We propose the following work schedule:

Year 1 TK will develop the theoretical one dimensional model and initiate the coupling of
the Oceanic LES model to the wave model, and TK and JTK will accomplish a preliminary
version of the bubble source function model.

Year 2 TK will further develop the dissolved gas transport model without bubbles. TK
and JTK will initiate the LES mixture model development.
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the bubble-induced mass transfer from air to ocean is nevertheless significantly enhanced
in the LC case (by approximately 80%) because bubble dissolution rates strongly increase
with increasing hydrostatic pressure.

Figure 4: Instantaneous three dimensional void fraction distribution determined from an
LES without (a) and with (b) LC e!ects, horizontal plane at z = !1.5m (top) and a
crosswind-depth section at arbitrary along-wind location (bottom, in log scale for visual
enhancement). Without LC, horizontally averaged void fractions are consistent with results
from a simple one-dimensional column model (c). With LC, high void fractions are organized
in along-wind bands and extend to greater depths, leading to significantly enhanced bubble-
mediated gas transfer.

4.2.4 Model Applications

For realistic ocean simulations, we will impose multiple breaking wave events over a spectrum
of scales, as they occur in the ocean (Figure 5), and each event will inject a spectrum of
bubble sizes. Ocean simulations will be carefully tested against existing ocean observations
of bubble clouds (e.g., Farmer and Li (1995); Deane and Stokes (2002); Thorpe et al. (2003)).

Our model will shed light on the controversial discussion whether bubbles induce a buoy-
ancy torque due to bubble accumulation in subsurface Langmuir cell convergence regions
(Smith, 1998; Farmer et al., 2001). This buoyancy torque will always oppose the Craik-
Leibovich vortex force from (1). Observations by Smith (1998) indicate that the buoyancy
torque has a significant dynamical impact on Langmuir circulations. Smith interprets his
observations as follows. Bubbles first obstruct and arrest LC. Bubble buoyancy forces then
reverse the original LC flow field. Finally, once the buoyancy torque subsides, new LC cells
form, which eventually redistribute bubbles in convergence zones, so that the whole process
starts over. Observations and scaling arguments by Farmer et al. (2001), on the other hand,
indicate that the bubble buoyancy torque will not significantly influence Langmuir circula-
tion dynamics. We will test our hypothesis that bubble induced vacillations will critically
depend on wind and wave conditions.

Based on observations in high wind conditions, D’Asaro and McNeil (2007) describe
two competing e!ects of upper ocean turbulence on air-sea gas transfer. On the one hand,
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Instantaneous three dimensional void fraction  distribution determined from an LES  
without (a) and with (b) LC effects, horizontal plane at z = −1.5m (top)  and a  
crosswind-depth section at arbitrary along-wind location (bottom, in log scale for  
visual enhancement).   (Kukulka and Kirby, 2012) 
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Can bubble generation and transport be modeled as a function of wave energy 
input and bathymetry? 

Surf Zone Optical Constituent Dynamics : 
Wave-Induced Bubbles & Foam 

How are bubbles entrained into the water column? 



Goals:	  

•  Develop	  a	  model	  for	  instantaneous	  bubble	  distribu$on	  under	  
surf	  zone	  breaking	  waves;	  

•  Inves$gate	  interac$on	  between	  void	  frac$on	  and	  turbulence	  
proper$es;	  

•  Formulate	  a	  model	  for	  wave-‐driven	  circula$on	  (longshore	  and	  
rip	  currents,	  large-‐scale	  vor$ces),	  resul$ng	  bubble	  distribu$on	  
and	  transport,	  and	  genera$on	  and	  transport	  of	  foam	  on	  the	  
water	  surface.	  



•  Turbulence	  genera$on	  and	  bubble	  
entrainment	  at	  the	  free	  surface;	  

•  Bubbles	  with	  different	  sizes,	  Stokes	  
number	  St	  ~	  O(1);	  

•  Void	  frac$on	  up	  to	  20~30%;	  
•  Intense	  interac$ons	  among	  bubbles,	  

mean	  flow	  and	  turbulence;	  
•  Bubble	  breakup	  and	  coalescence	  

What	  are	  the	  dominant	  mechanisms	  for	  bubbly	  flow?	  

Methodology: 
•  Polydisperse	  Eulerian-‐Eulerian	  two-‐

fluid	  approach;	  
•  Volume-‐of-‐Fluid	  (VOF)	  approach	  to	  

capture	  complex	  free	  surface	  during	  
wave	  breaking	  



Polydisperse	  Two-‐fluid	  Model	  for	  Bubbly	  Flows	  	  
(Carrica	  et	  al.,	  1999;	  Ma	  et	  al.,	  2011)	  

Fluid 

Fluid-‐bubble	  	  	  	  :	  momentum	  transfer	  
Bubble-‐bubble:	  coalescence,	  breakup	  

Implemented	  in	  a	  3D	  VOF	  code	  
Truchas-‐2.4.1	  
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•  2-‐D:	  	  Two	  phase	  k-‐	  ϵ	  for	  bubbly	  flow	  (Troshko	  &	  Hassan,	  2001)	  
–  Source	  term	  in	  TKE	  equa:on	  includes	  drag	  force	  effects	  
–  Bubble	  effects	  on	  turbulent	  dissipa:on	  rate	  

•  3-‐D:	  	  Two	  phase	  LES	  	  
–  Bubble-‐induced	  viscosity	  (Sato	  &	  Sekoguchi,	  1975)	  
–  Smagorinsky	  sub-‐grid	  model	  for	  turbulent	  eddy	  viscosity	  

Turbulence	  Models	  



Bubble generation mechanisms: 
 
•  Cavity capture and collapse 

•  Continuous bubble entrainment through turbulent 
surface folding processes 

Source terms in bubble number density equation: 
 
•  Bubble breakup:  Model of Martinez-Bazán et al 
    (1999a,b, 2010) 
 
•  Bubble coalescence: ignored 

•  Bubble dissolution: ignored 
 
 



alpha plume. Here we describe the physical processes that control
bubble formation during the active phase, and determine the bubble
spectrum at the transition between the acoustically active and
quiescent plumes. These phases are delineated in Fig. 1, which
shows a logarithmic timeline annotated with the various processes
dominating bubble evolution.

We conducted a series of experiments in a seawater wave flume
(33m long, 0.5m wide, 0.6m water depth). Wave packets were
generated at one end of the flume using a computer-controlled wave
paddle, which produced plunging breakers approximately 10 cm in
height. The amplitude and phase of the wave-packet frequency
components were generated so that they added constructively at the
wave break point, producing a breaking wave. The wave-packet
centre frequency, wavelength, relative bandwidth and slope were
respectively 0.73Hz, 2.3m, 1 and 0.4. Surface elevation time series
computed from pressure measurements made upstream and down-
stream of the breaking region were used to compute the wave-
packet energy lost owing to breaking, and to ensure that events were
repeatable. Events were imaged a few centimetres (2.5–18 cm) away
from the glass-walled side of the flume using a high-speed video
camera and front and back lighting. Simultaneous measurements of
the noise generated by the wave crest were made with a hydrophone
beneath the breaking region.

The breaking wave crest produces a complicated two-phase flow
that evolves over a range of length and time scales. Those flow
features that form distinct and repeatable patterns are shown in
Fig. 2. Figure 2a shows the flow after the overturning wave crest
(plunging jet) has struck the wave face, but before the cavity of air
trapped between the jet and wave face (cavity) has fragmented. The
arrows indicate the clockwise circulation around the cavity caused
by the wave motion. The impact of the jet on the wave face causes a
reactionary splash-up, which results in the formation of a secondary
bubble plume. Figure 2b shows the same wave crest 1 s later. The
cavity has almost completely fragmented, and the plunging jet has
formed a shear layer on the wave face. Sometimes a layer of air
trapped between the spreading jet and wave face is observed to form
and split into filaments and bubbles. The cavity remnants are
encircled by a cloud of bubbles formed by the interaction of the
plunging jet with the wave face. The clockwise circulation around
the cavity advects bubbles entrained by the jet and, ultimately, some
of them are re-circulated through the jet. Figure 2c shows the wave
crest 2 s later. The plunging jet has collapsed, leaving a fully formed,
quiescent plume of bubbles.

The images in Fig. 2 suggest two distinct flow features driving
bubble creation: the jet/wave-face interaction and the collapsing
cavity. This view is supported by an analysis of the underwater noise
radiated by the breaking wave. Newly created bubbles act like
damped resonators and emit a pulse of sound25,26. The centre
frequency of the sound pulse varies inversely with bubble radius
(for example, a 3.3-mm-radius bubble resonates at approximately
1 kHz near the sea surface), so the breaking-wave noise is charac-
teristic of the sizes of bubbles being created within the crest and
persists while bubbles are being formed. Figure 3 shows a spectro-
gram of wave noise averaged over 17 breaking events and plotted as
a colour contour map versus frequency and time. The acoustic
frequency (F) expressed in terms of a resonant bubble radius (a) are
shown on the left-hand side of the figure. The flow structures
characteristic of different phases of noise emission are shown in
images at the bottom of the figure.

Two distinct periods of sound production can be seen in the
spectrogram. The period labelled ‘Jet’ is associated with the creation
of bubbles from 2mm down to at least 0.1mm radius, and persists
through the entire acoustically active phase. The shorter period,
labelled ‘Cavity’, contains a burst of low-frequency noise centred
around 300Hz, and is associated with the creation of much larger
bubbles (2mm to $10mm radius). Examination of video images
shows that this noise is simultaneous with the breakup of the cavity.

Figure 2 Three high-speed video images of a breaking wave crest taken during the
acoustically active phase of the wave crest. Scale bar in a, 1 cm. The air–water
boundaries scatter light out of the plane of illumination and appear darker. a, Bubble
formation before the cavity of air trapped between the overturning jet and the wave face

has fragmented. The bubbles around the lower half of the cavity were formed by jet and

drop impact at the wave face and then advected around the cavity by clockwise flow.

b, Bubble formation during the collapse of the air cavity. The jet-induced bubbles encircle
the cavity remnants, and the jet/wave-face interaction region has developed into a shear

zone. Detailed image analysis shows that bubble fragmentation occurs both inside the

cavity region and in the shear zone. c, Bubble plume at the end of the acoustic phase.
Image sequences were captured at 250 or 1,000 frames s21 and a shutter speed of

1/3,000 s using a Kodak Motioncorder SR-1000 camera.
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The low-frequency sound generated by the cavity breakup is not
radiated before its collapse, implying that bubbles larger than about
2mmare produced only during cavity collapse. This is confirmed by
manual, optical bubble counts taken before and during cavity
collapse (not shown).

One of the primary objectives of this study was to measure the
bubble size distributionwithin the interior of actively breaking wave
crests. This has been accomplished by manually identifying and
sizing bubbles in images similar to those shown in Fig. 2. Because
the bubble size spectra are calculated from two-dimensional images
of a three-dimensional volume, the size distribution estimates
can be biased by bubble occlusion and bisection of large bubbles
by the image plane. However, when the thickness of the sample
section is small relative to the total area of the image, the biases are
negligible27.

Figure 4 shows the result of the image analysis. The bubble size
distribution was estimated from approximately 225 images taken
during the acoustically active period of 14 wave-breaking events.
The bubble spectrum shows two distinct scaling laws (with power-
law exponents a and b respectively) with a break point at slightly
less than 1mm. The power-law scaling of bubble density on radius is
23/2 for bubbles smaller than about 1mm and 210/3 for larger
bubbles. Figure 4 inset shows the temporal evolution of bubbles
observed in a single plume. The upper curve was measured at the
transition between the active and quiescent phases, and it shows the
same power-law scaling as the ensemble average. The lower curve

was measured 1.5 s later, and both a and b show a significant
increase due to bubble degassing and dissolution. This illustrates the
rapid evolution of the bubble spectrum once active bubble creation
processes have stopped, and provides a context for interpreting
oceanic bubble spectra where the age of the plume is often
uncertain.

Bubble breakup in turbulent and sheared flow
The density of bubbles larger than about 1mm follows a 210/3
power-law scaling with radius. The acoustic data and visual obser-
vation of cleaving bubbles suggest that these bubbles are created as
the air cavity fragments24 and bubbles split in the shear zone. Garrett
et al.18 envisage a physical process where air is entrained into
relatively large bubbles, which fragment into smaller bubbles at a
rate which depends on 1. Assuming that the bubble size spectrum
N(a) (number of bubbles per m3 per mm radius increment) depends
only on the average rate of supply of air Q (the volume of air
entrained per volume of water per second) with dimensions s21, 1
and radius a, then dimensional consistency implies the scaling law

N!a"/Q121=3a210=3 !1"
which is consistent with the observed scaling law for bubbles larger
than about 1mm.
The central idea behind turbulent fragmentation28,29 is that a

bubble is likely to break up if the differential pressure forces across
the bubble exceed the restoring forces of surface tension. The ratio
of these forces is the Weber number, given by

We# !r=g"u2d !2"
where30 r is the fluid density, g is the fluid surface tension, u is the
turbulent velocity field on the scale of the bubble and d is the bubble
diameter. The condition for bubble fragmentation is thatWe exceed
a critical value, Wec. Recent experiments suggest that Wec lies in the
range 3–4.7 (refs 30 and 31), and we have used the value Wec # 4.7.
An additional constraint is that the bubble undergo shape oscil-

Figure 3 Spectrogram of wave noise calculated from an average of 17 breaking events.

This spectrogram is similar to those recorded37 during the collective oscillations of bubble

plumes. The colour contours represent sound intensity plotted on a decibel scale (the

intensity is referenced to 1 mPa2 Hz21) versus frequency and time. The log scale labelled

‘a’ on the left-hand side indicates the radius of a bubble resonant at the corresponding

frequency (F ) on the frequency scale. The two time periods labelled ‘Jet’ and ‘Cavity’ are

discussed in the text. The wave noise was measured with a hydrophone (International

Transducer Corp. 6050c) mounted in the wave flume beneath the bubble plumes.

Because the flume is a bounded enclosure, it exhibits acoustic resonances that impose

structure on the wave noise spectrum. The amplitude, centre frequencies and spectral

widths of the resonant bands were estimated by placing a broad-band acoustic source at

the primary plume location and measuring the tank response. These estimates were then

used to compensate for the effect of the acoustic resonances on the breaking-wave noise

spectrum. The images plotted beneath the spectrogram show the sequence of flow

features observed at different times during the acoustic emission. The black bar is 40mm

long.

  

Figure 4 The average bubble size spectrum estimated from 14 breaking events during

their acoustic phase. Two camera magnifications were used and the results

superimposed to obtain the slightly greater than two decades of bubble radii observed.

The vertical scale is number of bubbles per m3 in a bin radius 1 mm wide. Vertical bars

show^1 s.d. The size distribution shows a marked change in slope at a radius that we

are identifying as the Hinze scale. Bubbles larger and smaller than this scale respectively

vary as (radius)210/3 and (radius)23/2 denoted by b and a. Inset, the bubble size

distribution at the beginning of the quiescent phase (crosses) and 1.5 s into the quiescent

phase (open circles). Both slopes of the bubble spectrum have increased noticeably

during this time interval. This rapid evolution becomes important when interpreting size

distributions collected during the plume quiescent phase.
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Deane and Stokes (2002):  Breakup of trapped 
cavity and resulting size distribution of bubbles 



spectrum becomes steeper as the water depth increase,
which is similar to the case without bubble breakup effects.

6. Conclusions

[58] We have developed a polydisperse two‐fluid model
for simulating bubbly flow under surf zone breaking waves.

An air entrainment model was proposed to account for the
bubble generation after wave breaking. This model connects
bubble entrainment to the turbulent dissipation rate at the
air‐water interface. The bubble entrainment model as well as
two‐fluid formulations were incorporated into a VOF code
TRUCHAS. The model was first tested against the laboratory
experiment data in an oscillatory bubble plume. Comparisons

Figure 21. Simulated bubble size distribution without bubble breakup effects at different vertical loca-
tions of section b at (t ! tb)/T = 0.40. Bubbles start entraining at this section at (t ! tb)/T = 0.35. The solid
lines are the measured spectrum slope [Deane and Stokes, 2002].

Figure 22. Bubble size distribution resulting from bubble breakup at section b at (t ! tb)/T = 0.40. Bubbles
start entraining at this section at (t ! tb)/T = 0.35. The solid line is the measured spectrum slope (= !10/3) for
bubbles larger than 1 mm [Deane and Stokes, 2002].
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Model prediction of bubble size distribution based only on 
breakup mechanism.  All bubbles initially have D=9mm 



Bubble	  Entrainment	  Model	  

Deane	  and	  Stokes,	  
Nature,	  2002	  

Acous:cally	  ac:ve	  phase	  
	  
• 	  Jet/wave-‐face	  interac:on	  
• 	  Cavity	  collapse	  
• 	  Primary	  plume	  forma:on	  
• 	  <<	  1	  sec	  

Quiescent	  phase	  
	  
• 	  Advec:on	  
• 	  Turbulent	  diffusion	  
• 	  buoyant	  degassing	  
• 	  dissolu:on	  

Bubble	  entrainment	  rate	  is	  linearly	  
propo:onal	  to	  turbulent	  dissipa:on	  
rate	  (Ma	  et	  al.,	  2011)	  	  

Bubble	  size	  spectrum	  by	  Deane	  
and	  Stokes	  (2002)	  

Hinze scale = 1.0 mm 



Oscillatory	  Bubble	  Plume	  

Laboratory	  experiment	  by	  
Becker	  et	  al.,	  1994	  

Simulated oscillatory bubble plume.	  
Time	  interval	  between	  snapshots	  is	  10	  sec.	  



Model-‐data	  comparison	  of	  $me	  
averaged	  liquid	  phase	  velocity	  	  
(leW:	  simula$on;	  right:	  measurement)	  
 

Model-‐data	  comparisons	  of	  $me	  
averaged	  liquid	  phase	  velocity	  and	  
velocity	  fluctua$ons	  at	  y	  =	  1050	  cm	  
(lines:	  simula$on;	  circles:	  measurement)	  
 



[31] The equation can be divided into two equations by
introducing an interim predicted velocity ul*
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Combining equation (38) with equation (3), we get
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[32] The Poisson equation (equation (39)) for pressure cor-
rection d pn+1 = pn+1 ! pn is solved using the preconditioned
generalized minimal residual (GMRES) algorithm. The time
step is completed by evaluating ul

n+1 via equation (38). With
the newly updated pressure and liquid velocities, we finally
solve the momentum equation for bubble phase, which is
obtained by combining equation (6) with equations (21)–(24)
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[33] The advection/convection terms in the momentum
equations and bubble number density equation are solved by

a high‐order flux‐limited advection scheme [Thuburn, 1996;
Dendy et al., 2002]. This scheme is conservative, monotonic
and highly shape preserving, which ensures no negative
mixing.

3. Oscillatory Bubble Plume

[34] In this section, the two‐fluid model was validated
with laboratory experimental data for an oscillatory bubble
plume. This test case has been widely used to validate two‐
phase bubbly flow models [Sokolichin and Eigenberger,
1999; Mudde and Simonin, 1999; Deen et al., 2001]. The
corresponding experiment was conducted by Becker et al.
[1994]. The experimental vessel is 200 cm in height, 50 cm
in width and only 8 cm in depth, making it quasi‐two‐
dimensional. It is filled with water up to 150 cm. Bubbles are
injected at the bottom using a circular sparger with 40 mm
diameter, located 15 cm from the left wall of the vessel. One
of the attractive features of the experiment is that the vertical
liquid velocity at a monitor point (900 mm above the bottom
plate and 35 mm from the left sidewall) shows oscillations of
relatively constant period on the order of 40 s, with a mean
velocity close to zero and an amplitude of about 20 cm/s, at a
gas flow rate of 1.6 l/min (Figure 1).
[35] In order to compare with experiment data, a large

eddy simulation of 3‐D bubbly flow was conducted. Bubbles
are assumed to be in a single group with diameter of 40 mm.
The grid size is 1 cm, thus the grid is 50 ! 200 ! 8. The cir-
cular inlet is approximated with a square gas inlet of 4 ! 4 grid
cells. If we assume the gas void fraction is 1.0, then the gas
velocity at the inlet becomes 0.0167 m/s. Along the wall, the
standard wall functions were applied for the liquid phase.
At the top of the computational domain, a pressure boundary
(p = 0) was used. The free surface between water and atmo-
sphere was captured by VOF method.
[36] Figure 2 shows the oscillation of bubble plume at

6 different times with interval of 10 s between each snapshot.
The oscillating behavior of the plume is clearly observed with
an oscillation period nearly 40 s. This qualitative behavior is
in close agreement with the measurement and numerical
results of Sokolichin and Eigenberger [1999]. The calculated

Figure 1. Local transient measurements of the vertical liquid velocity at positions A (bubbly flow) and B
(bubble free zone) (reprinted from Sokolichin and Eigenberger [1999] with permission from Elsevier).
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exist, we can conclude from these comparisons that the model
is able to reasonably simulate bubble‐liquid interactions.

4. Bubble‐Induced Turbulence Suppression

[39] It is well known that the presence of bubbles could
suppress liquid phase turbulence [Wang et al., 1987; Serizawa

and Kataoka, 1990; Lopez de Bertodano et al., 1994]. In the
current model, bubble effects on the liquid phase turbulence
are accounted for through two additional source terms
(equations (33) and (34)) in k ! ! equations. In order to study
bubble effects on the liquid phase turbulence, we employed
the data set of Ting and Kirby [1994, 1996] to validate the

Figure 4. Simulated time series of vertical liquid velocity at monitor point (top) A and (bottom) B.

Figure 5. Comparisons of time‐averaged (top) vertical liquid velocity Uy,L, (middle) horizontal liquid
velocity fluctuation U′x,L, and (bottom) vertical liquid velocity fluctuation U′y,L at y = 800 mm, z =
40 mm, where U′x,L = h (Ux,L ! h Ux,L i)2 i1/2 and U′y,L = h (Uy,L ! h Uy,L i)2 i1/2. The line is the sim-
ulation, and the circles are the measurement. Experimental data by Becker et al. [1994].
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Oscillation in bubble plume: 
 
Simulated 

Observed 



Model	  Valida:on	  II:	  	  
Turbulence	  under	  breaking	  waves	  

Laboratory	  experiment	  by	  Ting	  &	  Kirby	  (1994,	  1996)	  
Spilling	  breaking	  wave	  
Simula:ons	  with	  and	  without	  bubbles	  



Model-data comparisons of TKE with 
(solid lines) and without (dashed lines) 
bubbles. Dotted-lines: measurements 

simulations measurements 



Part	  I:	  Void	  Frac:on	  Evolu:on	  and	  Distribu:on	  
(Ma	  et	  al.,	  JGR,	  2011)	   Laboratory	  experiment	  

by	  Cox	  &	  Shin	  (2003)	  



Model-‐data	  comparisons	  of	  free	  surface	  
eleva:on,	  streamwise	  velocity	  and	  void	  frac:on	  
at	  sec:on	  1	  

measurements simulations void fraction comparisons 
at three vertical locations 



Ver:cal	  Distribu:ons	  of	  Void	  Frac:on	  

Exponential relationship: 

Smallest 

Biggest 

Circles:  
simulations 
 
Solid lines: 
exponential fitting 



Temporal	  Varia:ons	  of	  Void	  Frac:on	  

Circles: measurements; dashed lines: simulations; 
solid lines: emperical fitting 

upper panel: above SWL 
Lower panel: below SWL 



Turbulent	  Coherent	  Structures	  and	  their	  
Interac:ons	  with	  Dispersed	  Bubbles	  

Spilling breaking wave (Ting and Nelson, 2011) 
Domain size: 15m × 0.3m × 0.6m 
Grid size: 0.04m × 0.0075m × 0.0075m 
Bed slope: tanβ = 0.03 



Evolu:on	  of	  Free	  Surface	  (Captured	  by	  VOF	  Approach)	  





Turbulent	  Vortex	  Structures	  

Evolution of vortex structures at (a) t=tb+1/8T; (b) t=tb+3/8T; (c) t=tb+5/8T 
and (d) t=tb+7/8T. The vortex structures are recognized by the isosurfaces 
of λ2=-2.0 (λ2 is the second largest eigenvalue of the tensor S^2+Ω^2). 

obliquely descending eddies 



Conceptual	  Model	  of	  obliquely	  descending	  eddies	  
(Ting,	  2008)	  



Detec$on	  of	  vortex	  $l$ng	  

•  Enstrophy	  produc$on	  

•  Stretching	  and	  bending	  

	  

	  

spanwise vortices maintained their two-dimensionality during the formation of sec-

ondary streamwise vortices (Lasheras and Choi, 1988), which is not the case in

breaking waves (Ting, 2008). Ting (2006, 2008) observed in the laboratory experi-

ments that three-dimensional water surface deformations during wave breaking play

a key role in the formation and evolution of counter-rotating vortices. Ting (2008)

speculated that the counter-rotating vortices are produced by stretching and bend-

ing of primary spanwise vortex structures generated in the wave breaking process, as

a result of non-uniform breaking in the transverse direction. The counter-rotating

vortices are then carried downward by downburst, which is associated with falling

water from the broken wave. These counter-rotating vortices are further subject to

stretching and bending to form obliquely descending eddies.

To understand how vortex structures evolve under breaking waves, we now

study the enstrophy transport equation to quantitively investigate the e↵ects of

vortex stretching and bending on the vortex evolution processes. The equation for

enstrophy transport is given by

D(12!i!i)

Dt
= !i!j

@ui

@xj

+ ⌫
@2(12!i!i)

@xj@xj

� ⌫
@!i

@xj

@!i

@xj

(5.1)

where D/Dt is the material derivative, and the terms on the right hand side rep-

resent, from left to right, the stretching and bending terms, viscous di↵usion and

viscous dissipation for enstrophy, respectively.

The stretching and bending term determines whether there is an increase due

to stretching or a decrease due to compression of enstrophy by the combination of
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(5.2)

where each row on the right hand side accounts respectively for the rate of change

in the (12!x!x), (12!y!y) and (12!z!z) components of the total enstrophy due to

stretching and compression of vortices.

We analyze each term in equation 5.2 by a zonal averaging approach (Lakehal

and Liovic, 2011) to identify the vortex evolution processes. The breaking wave is

separated into two zones: upstream zone AB and downstream zone BC, which are

shown in figure 5.8. Figure 5.20 shows the zonal averaged stretching and bending

terms at t = tb + 5/8T . At the downstream zone BC, the vortex stretching and

bending mainly happens in the upper part of the water column, primarily above the

still water level. For the streamwise component (12!x!x), �11 and �31 are positive,

while �21 is negative, indicating that the streamwise component of enstrophy is in-

creased by the vortex stretching in streamwise direction and vortex bending from

the vertical vortices, but decreased by the spanwise vortices. For the vertical com-

ponent (12!z!z), �23 is positive while both �13 and �33 are negative, indicating that

the vortex bending from the spanwise vortices will increase the vertical component

of enstrophy, and the vortex bending from streamwise vortices and vortex stretching

in vertical direction will decrease it. These results indicate that, at the wave front,

the vertical vortices mainly gain energy from the primary spanwise vortices, and the

streamwise vortices mainly gain energy from vertical vortices and vortex stretching.

At the upstream zone AB, the vortex evolution processes are more complicated.
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Vortex	  stretching	  and	  bending	  
Streamwise	  vor:ces	  genera:on	  

      (a) crest region; (b) back face of breaking wave  



Downburst	  of	  Turbulent	  Fluid	  

Instantaneous turbulent velocities, turbulent kinetic energy, 
Reynolds stress and vorticity in a donwburst event in t=tb+5/8T 



(a) z=17cm; (b) z=15cm; (c) z=13cm; (d) z=10cm 



Lagrangian fluid particle tracking (liquid phase) 



Interactions between Vortex 
Structures and Bubbles 

Vortex Structures (left panels) and void fraction distributions 
(right panels) at t=tb+5/8T and t=tb+7/8T 



Spanwise Averaged TKE 

Spanwise averaged TKE at (a) t=tb+1/8T; (b) t=tb+3/8T; 
(c) t=tb+5/8T and (d) t=tb+7/8T. 



Spanwise	  Averaged	  Void	  Frac:on	  

Spanwise averaged void fraction at (a) t=tb+1/8T; (b) 
t=tb+3/8T; (c) t=tb+5/8T and (d) t=tb+7/8T. 



How	  do	  bubbles	  affect	  turbulence	  and	  vor:city	  field?	  

Zonal averaged turbulent kinetic energy and enstrophy 
with (solid line) and without (dashed line) bubbles 



Apparent	  Surf	  Zone	  Dispersion	  

•  Motivation: Need to explain early 

stages of lateral mixing processes 

in surfzone 



Rip	  Current	  Experiment	  (RCEX)	  (MacMahan	  et	  al.,	  2010)	  

location in the model velocity fields, so we release 3 ! 200
drifters at locations close to what is shown in Figure 13, and
spread about the actual release points at the field site. For the
drifters that do exit, we calculate the mean exit times for the
entire set of drifters. This is performed for each velocity
field and tabulated in Table 2.
[42] The obvious effect of excluding the Stokes drift

velocity is seen in the probability of a drifter exiting the surf
zone in calculations involving u as 85% of all released
drifters exited the surf zone, compared to about 6% with uL.
Advection by velocity fields that either implicitly include
the effects of wave drift (field drifters and u) or explicitly
(uL and UL) show similar agreement in exit probability and
mean time required for a drifter to exit. The average time for
the field drifters to exit the surf zone, at 26.3 min is faster
than for u (35.7 min), uL (39.8 min), or UL (37.3 min). This
echoes the conclusions found by Reniers et al. [2009] for the
importance of using Lagrangian mean velocity field when
calculating drifter trajectories in wave‐averaged models,
rather than the Eulerian mean velocity field.

7.3. Absolute and Relative Dispersion
[43] To directly compare the wave‐averaged model’s UL

with u and uL from the wave resolving model, we compute

relative and absolute dispersion statistics for each and
compare to the field observations. The absolute dispersion is
A2(t), defined as

A2 t! " # h X t! " $ X 0! "j j2i !15"

with h i denoting an ensemble average over all particles. It is
well known that there are two scaling regimes for the
absolute dispersion: A2 ! t2 valid for small t in the so‐called
ballistics regime, and A2 ! t for large t in the diffusive or
Brownian regime. The observed absolute dispersion may be
anomalous in between these limits [LaCasce, 2008], and is
dependent on the initial launch location and details of the
flow field.
[44] To calculate statistics from virtual trajectories, we

seed 25 ! 125 particles in a box x 2 [50, 100] m, y 2 ["25,
225] m. In Figure 15, A2(t) is shown for each of the model
velocity fields as well as the observed field data. We see
that the initial ballistics regime is observed in each set of
drifter trajectories for t % 100 s, and that some evidence
exists for a diffusive limit for t & 100 s. However, the
behavior of A2(t) for u is slightly more obscure, as the
initially high dispersion between 0–5 s (due to excursions
from the wave orbital velocity) relaxes to the observed dis-

Figure 13. Low‐pass (f < 0.01 Hz) drifter trajectories X for (a) field measurements, (b) Funwave, and
(c) Delft3D. All drifter tracks are #32 min. Notice that drifters in Delft3D are not transferred between
the two eddies situated at y = 200 m and y = 100 m; however, there is transport between these eddies in
Funwave and the field data.
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Bathymetry and instrument array Observed GPS drifter trajectories 



•  DriWer	  trajectories	  simulated	  using	  wave-‐resolving	  and	  wave-‐
averaged	  models	  

•  Resul$ng	  two-‐point	  rela$ve	  dispersion	  es$mates	  agreed	  with	  
each	  other	  but	  lagged	  behind	  field	  observa$on.	  

Figure 15. A2(t) for particles seeded inside the surf zone at the same locations in the two models, with
field observations (thick black), u (black), uL (blue), and UL (red).

Figure 16. D2(t)/D2(0) with field observations (thick black), UL (red), uL (blue), and u (black). Diver-
gence of model dispersion curves from observed dispersion occurs over the initial !100 s.

GEIMAN ET AL.: ESTIMATES OF SURF ZONE MIXING C04006C04006
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Field 

Model 

persion from uL asymptotically after one or two peak wave
periods (10–20 s).
[45] For turbulent flows, a measure of the mixing effi-

ciency of the flow is the relative dispersion D given by

D2 t! " # h X x$ D0; t! " % X x; t! "j j2i !16"

with an ensemble average over all particle pairs. Often,
Richardson‐like D2 ! t3 behavior is observed for interme-
diate time scales and homogeneous turbulence. Deviations
from Richardson‐like behavior is often due to coherent
vortex structures and inhomogeneity.
[46] A statistical analysis of pair dispersion at the RCEX

field site [Brown et al., 2009] revealed a D2 ! t3/2 depen-
dency for a variety of initial separation distances. To com-
pare with field data, we plot the (squared) relative dispersion
in Figure 16. Here, we choose D0 " 4 m as the initial pair
separation distance. As expected, u and uL show very close
agreement. Surprisingly, D2(t) based on UL shows similar
agreement with the Funwave velocity fields, at least until
t ! 103 s, where long time diffusion takes over.
[47] We also see that the relative dispersion estimated at

the field site is considerably larger, even though dispersion
asymptotes to !t3/2 for t > 50 s. This larger dispersion ap-
pears to be due to faster exponential growth at initial times
in the drifter data for t < 50 s. In contrast, the exponential
regime for the model drifters is for t < 100 s. Spydell and
Feddersen [2009] also observed that D2 estimates from
field drifters at initial times t < 300 s was much greater than
D2 estimates from model drifters. They attributed part of the
discrepancy to GPS position error, which was ±1 m.

[48] The wave‐averaged model appears to generate larger,
more distinct eddies while the wave‐resolving model gen-
erates a more random, smaller‐scale vorticity field. To
separate the eddy kinetic energy from the total velocity field,
which includes horizontally divergent velocity modes, we
use a Helmholtz decomposition u ! uR + uI such that r ·
uR = 0 and r ! uI = 0. We obtain uR using the numerical
routine by Smith [2008]. In terms of its spatial Fourier
components, u can be expressed as

u x; t! " # 1
2!

Z

k
bu k; t! "e%ik&xdk !17"

bu can be decomposed into components parallel and
orthogonal to k = (k, l)

u # 1
2!

Z

k
k%2 k & bu! "k $ k? & bu! "k?' (e%ik&xdk !18"

Figure 14. Binned velocity field from (a) field data, (b) Funwave (u), and (c) Delft3D (UL), obtained
from all deployed drifters on yearday 124. Color denotes Nbin/Ntot, or the ratio of independent drifter
observations normalized by the total number of released drifters. Drifter release locations are displayed
as the open red circles in Figure 14a.

Table 2. Probability P(exit) of Released Drifters Exiting the Surf
Zone in 1 h

Velocity Field P(exit) Mean Exit Time (s)

Field drifters 0.088 26.3
U 0.095 35.7
uL 0.057 39.8
u 0.85 16.5
UL 0.067 37.3
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Two-‐point	  par$cle	  sta$s$cs	  based	  on	  Lagrangian	  
par$cle	  tracking	  in	  mul$phase	  simula$on	  



Model	  results	  for	  short	  term	  rela$ve	  dispersion	  
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Numerical Results (D0 = 5 mm)
RCEX experiment



Future	  
•  Foam	  produc$on,	  transport	  and	  erosion	  at	  water	  surface	  
•  Implementa$on	  of	  sediment	  phases	  	  
•  Simula$on	  of	  whitecap	  events	  in	  laterally	  unconstrained	  

domains	  (applica$on	  to	  the	  gas	  transfer	  problem)	  
•  A`ack	  the	  problem	  of	  the	  ini$al	  development	  of	  bubble	  

popula$on	  during	  cavity	  collapse	  
•  Be`er	  comparisons	  to	  available	  field	  observa$ons	  
•  Incorpora$on	  of	  oil	  droplets	  in	  the	  formula$on	  


